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Abstract
The establishment of municipalities in South Africa has been a long and difficult
process, which still appears to be evolving 25 years later. In 1994, the new democratic
government undertook to restructure the country’s racially segregated administrative
structure, by integrating areas to form cohesive municipal entities that would allow
for the more efficient management of the municipal areas. However, the demarcation
approach was easier to pen on paper than to implement in practice. This article
explores the South African spatial reform process from 1993 to 2020, by analysing
literature and legislative frameworks, in order to determine how municipalities were
demarcated and the challenges they experienced. The study found that the spatial
restructuring process was particularly complex, due to limited knowledge of the
spatial landscape and the many unresolved spatial administrative issues. The study
calls for further research to support the formation of more efficient municipal areas.
Keywords: Categorisation, demarcation, municipalities, racial integration, spatial
reform, South Africa

’N VERKENNENDE BENADERING TOT DIE ONTWIKKELENDE
ADMINISTRATIEWE LANDSKAP VAN SUID-AFRIKA: 1993-2020
Die stigting van munisipaliteite in Suid-Afrika was ’n lang en moeilike proses en,
na 25 jaar, blyk dit om nog in die ontwikkelingsfase te wees. In 1994 het die nuwe
demokratiese regering onderneem om die land se rasgeskeide administratiewe
struktuur te herstruktureer, deur gebiede te integreer en sodoende samehangende
munisipale entiteite te skep wat sou lei tot meer doeltreffende bestuur van streke.
Die afbakeningsbenadering was egter makliker om op papier vas te pen, as om dit in
die praktyk te implementeer. Hierdie artikel bestudeer die Suid-Afrikaanse ruimtelike
hervormingsproses tussen 1993 en 2020 deur middel van ’n literatuurstudie
en analise van die wetgewende raamwerke, met die doel om te bepaal hoe
munisipaliteite afgebaken was en die uitdagings wat hulle ervaar het. Die studie het
bevind dat die ruimtelike herstruktureringsproses besonder ingewikkeld was weens
beperkte kennis van die ruimtelike landskap sowel as gepaardgaande onopgeloste
ruimtelike administratiewe kwessies. Die studie vra vir verdere navorsing om die
vorming van doeltreffender administratiewe streke te ondersteun.

Sleutelwoorde:
Afbakening,
kategorisering, munisipaliteite, rasseintegrasie,
ruimtelike
hervorming,
Suid-Afrika

PHUPUTSO EA MAEMO A
FETOHANG A BO MASEPALA BA
AFRIKA BOROA: 1993-2020
Ho thehoa ha bo masepala Afrika Boroa
e bile motjha o motelele hape o boima,
o bileng o ntseng o tsoelapele ho fetoha
lilemo tse 25 o qalile. Ka 1994, mmuso
o motjha wa demokrasi o ile wa itlama
ho hlophisa botjha tsamaiso ya naha e
nang le kgethollo ya morabe. Sena e se
entse ka ho kopanya dibaka ho theha
makala a hokahaneng a masepala ele
ho bebofatsa tsamaiso e hlophisehileng
ea libaka tsa masepala. Le hoja mokhoa
oa ho arola moeli o bile bonolo ho reroa
le ho ngoloa fats’e, ho bile thata haholo
ho o kenya ts’ebetsong. Sengoloa
sena se hlahloba ts’ebetso ea ntlafatso
ea libaka tsa Afrika Boroa ho tloha ka
1993 ho isa ho 2020, ka ho sekaseka
lingoliloeng le meralo ea melao, ho tseba
hore na bo masepala ba arotsoe joang
le liphephetso tseo ba bileng le tsona
ts’ebetsong ena. Phuputso e fumane
hore ts’ebetso ea tokiso ea libaka e ne e
rarahane ‘me ka hona e le thata haholo.
Sena se bakiloe ke tsebo e fokolang ea
tikoloho ‘moho le mathata a mangata a
tsamaiso ea libaka a sa kang a rarolloa.
Phuputso e eletsa hore lipatlisiso tse ling
li etsoe ele ho ts’ehetsa theho ea libaka
tsa masepala tse sebetsang hantle.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Since the 1970s, urban growth has
challenged many governments globally
(UNDP, 2016: 1). As a result, many
countries have taken a proactive stance
in extending their municipal boundaries
to include the peri-urban zone of
development, to ensure the efficient
management of the growth region
(Maheshwari, Singh & Thoradeniya, 2016:
1-2). These municipal boundaries usually
denote the edge of the urban services
provided by the municipality. They have
been restructured by national governments
in one of two ways. First, enlarging
administrative areas by amalgamating
smaller, less economically efficient
settlements with larger settlements, in
order to create an extensive administrative
region (UN-Habitat, 2008: 13; Amusa &
Mabugu, 2016: 1). Secondly, containing
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urban development within a smaller
area, in order to allow for the more
intensive development of the region
(UN-Habitat, 2008: 14; Turok, 2014: 13)
(see Figure 1).

Although both these approaches
offer alternate points of view on
how municipal boundaries can be
structured, there is limited information
on what the maximum range
should be for the municipality to be
developed “extensively” or what the
requirements are for settlements to
be “intensively” developed, since
there is a lack of consensus as to
whether “growing-upwards” in the
form of compact development is all
that is required for a settlement to be
successful. Currently, these questions
are left open to interpretation
and the application differs across
countries globally, including
Canada, USA, Turkey and Denmark
(UNDP, 2016: 2; Maheshwari
et al., 2016: 3; Jeeva, 2019).
In the case of South Africa, structural
reform is more complex than the
mere extension of boundaries to
include the peri-urban zone. With
the demise of apartheid in the early
1990s, the newly elected democratic
government was left with a twofold
challenge, namely fragmented human
settlements that were segregated
into 1 262 small, unequal, racially
based administrative regions and the
need to accommodate a large influx
of inhabitants who were moving into
these regions (Turok, 2014: 10; MDB,
2020: 1). The World Bank (2018)
reports that, in 1998, approximately
56% of the South African population

Extensive development
Figure 1:

were already living in urban areas
and the number was rapidly rising.
Subsequently, as part of political
efforts to end apartheid’s spatial
administrative planning, a Local
Government Negotiating Forum
(LGNF) was established in 1992,
tasked with amalgamating the
racially divided local authorities into
a new local government system
that would be more economically
efficient, inclusive and integrated
(Ncube & Monnakgotla, 2016: 76).
By 1993, the negotiations at the
LGNF resulted in the enactment of
the Local Government Transition
Act (Act 209 of 1993), which
encouraged the spatial restructuring
of the country in a racially integrated
manner (Cameron & Meligrana,
2010: 5). This was to take place
in three distinct phases, namely
pre-interim, interim and post-interim
(Cameron, 2004: 77; Ncube &
Monnakgotla, 2016: 77). This article
explores the occurrences in each
of these phases in more detail, in
order to explore the demarcation
and categorisation of municipalities
in post-democratic South Africa.
The article provides insight into
the challenges experienced in the
country in terms of its structural
reform approach and could provide
potential lessons for other countries
facing similar challenges.
The study followed a systematic
literature review process, in
order to analyse, synthesise and
evaluate the rationale behind the
redetermination of municipalities in

Intensive development

Intensive and extensive development approaches

Authors’
compilation
FigureSource:
1: Intensive
andown
extensive
development approaches
Source: Authors’ own compilation
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South Africa between 1993 and 2021.
As part of this method, literature
was collected through a range of
Google searches, using keywords
such as municipal demarcation in
South Africa; demarcation; transitional
local authorities; municipal service
delivery; demarcation process;
metropolitan municipalities, and
district municipalities. The literature
investigation and findings are
accordingly presented, in order to
understand the rationale behind the
redetermination of municipalities and
to answer the main research question,
namely: “Why do South Africa’s
municipal boundaries shift so often
and what are the implications?”

2.

SYSTEMATIC
LITERATURE REVIEW

This section comprises the literature
review into three distinct phases,
namely the pre-interim (1992-1996),
the interim (1996-1999) and the
post-interim phases (2000-2016),
as explained accordingly.

2.1 Pre-interim phase
(1993-1996)
In 1993, an interim Constitution
(South Africa, 1993a) was introduced
to address South Africa in its many
dimensions and respond to the
findings of the LGNF (South Africa,
1993b). As a result, it legislated
the formation of a wall-to-wall
administrative structure that would
comprise racially integrated municipal
entities based on a “one city, one
tax base” principle. The first step in
its implementation was to dismantle
the four previous provinces along
with the homelands to form nine
racially integrated provinces
(Goodenough, 2004: 2-3).
Once these provinces were
established, nine provincial
commissions were elected to
demarcate boundaries of transitional
local authorities (TLAs) into any
of the three categories, namely
urban, rural and metropolitan. These
TLAs were demarcated using the
‘nearest neighbour principle’, with
White urban areas and the adjacent
townships being merged as one
extensive urban or metropolitan
TLA. The neighbouring rural areas
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were excluded and categorised
as separate intensive rural
TLAs (Cameron, 2006: 77). This
demarcation and categorisation led
to the dismantling of the previous 1
262 racial administrations and the
creation of 843 TLAs (Cameron,
2004:82). According to Goodenough
(2004: 4), even though this
demarcation exercise managed to
break down the previous apartheid
spatial structure to some extent, its
boundaries were inconsistent, as
they had been demarcated by nine
separate provincial demarcation
boards, which did not apply a
municipal demarcation approach
consistently (SALGA, 2016: 13). This
resulted in disputes between TLAs
regarding whether they qualified for
metropolitan status or urban status,
and further uncertainty persisted
as to whether a small town or a
homeland settlement should be
classified as an urban TLA or a
rural TLA (Cameron, 2006: 78-79;
Jeeva, 2019). Consequently, the
inconsistent application opened
questions as to the political motive
behind the extension of local
boundaries, which consequently
allowed for a larger voting
population in the region, i.e. Gerrymeandering (Cameron, 2004: 79).
Irrespective of these concerns,
Sutcliffe’s (2000: 1) submission
acknowledged that the demarcated
TLA boundaries during this phase
did not recognise the linkages
between urban and rural areas. This
hindered the integrated and inclusive
socio-economic development of
regions, which the ANC government
was hoping to achieve. As a result,
the criteria used for demarcating
and categorising municipalities had
to be revised to acknowledge the
interdependence of all areas in the
country (Goodenough, 2004: 6).

and Category C (district) municipal
administrative structure (South Africa,
1996). The metropolitan municipalities
(Category A) and the district
municipalities (Category C) were to
be demarcated extensively, while
local municipalities (Category B) were
to be demarcated more intensively
under the management of district
municipalities (Goodenough, 2004:
6-7; Van Huyssteen, Meiklejohn,
Coetzee, Helga & Oranje, 2010:
29-30). Furthermore, the Constitution
called for the appointment of an
independent municipal demarcation
board (MDB) to take over the
demarcation of the country’s
municipal boundaries together
with public participation, in order

Table 1:

According to Cameron and Melingara
(2010: 45-47), Section 24 of this Act
contains the requirements that the
region should already be fulfilling
before the municipal boundary could
be demarcated, while Section 25
stipulates the responsibilities that
it should be able to fulfil in future.

Demarcation criteria of Sections 24 and 25 of the
Municipal Demarcation Act (Act 27 of 1998)

Section 24 criteria
(a) enable the municipality of
that area to fulfil its constitutional
obligations, including:
(i) the provision of democratic and
accountable government for the
local communities;
(ii) the provision of services to the
communities in an equitable and
sustainable manner;
(iii) the promotion of social and
economic development, and
(iv) the promotion of a safe and
healthy environment

(b) enable effective local
governance;

(c) enable integrated development;

2.2 Interim phase (1996-1999)
In order to address the shortcomings
of the pre-interim local government
reconstruction, Sections 151-155 of
the final Constitution (Act 108 of 1996)
called for the integration of urban
and rural areas within a municipal
region (South Africa, 1996). In light
of this, it introduced the Category A
(metropolitan), Category B (local),

to avoid inconsistent demarcation
practices and minimising Gerrymeandering (Cameron, 2006: 80).
Consequently, in 1998, a legislative
criterion on how these integrated
municipalities should be demarcated
was published in Sections 24 and
25 of the Municipal Demarcation
Act (Act 27 of 1998) (see Table 1).

(d) have a tax base as inclusive
as possible for users of municipal
services in municipalities

Support from Section 25

(c) the Financial viability and administrative capacity of the
municipality to perform municipal functions efficiently and effectively:

(k) the administrative outcomes of its boundary determination on:
(i) municipal credit worthiness;
(ii) existing municipalities, their council members and staff, and
(iii) Any other relevant matter.
(l) the need to rationalise the total number of municipalities within
different categories and of different types to achieve the objectives
of effective and sustainable service delivery, financial viability, and
macro-economic stability
(a) the interdependence of people, communities and economies as
indicated by:
(i) existing and expected patterns of human settlement and
migration;
(ii) employment;
(iii) commuting and dominant transport movements;
(iv) spending;
(v) the use of amenities, recreational facilities, and infrastructure, and
(vi) Commercial and industrial linkages.
(b) the need for cohesive, integrated and unfragmented areas,
including metropolitan areas;
(e) provincial and municipal boundaries;
(f) areas of traditional rural communities;
(g) existing and proposed functional boundaries, including
magisterial districts, voting districts, health, transport, police, and
census enumerator boundaries;
(h) existing and expected land use, social, economic, and transport
planning;
(i) the need for coordinated municipal, provincial and national
programmers and services, including the needs for the administration
of justice and health care;
(j) Topographical, environmental and physical characteristics of the
area
(d) The need to share and redistribute financial and administrative
resources

Source: Adapted from South Africa, 1998b: 18
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Accordingly, the above-mentioned
legislated criteria can be interpreted
as a one-size-fits-all approach,
whereby the boundaries of all three
administration categories are to be
demarcated in the same way and
should meet the same requirement.
Upon analysis, Section 24 of
the Municipal Demarcation Act
(Act 27 of 1998) alludes to the
application of a mixture between
the functional (A. ii and iii), sociogeographic (A. ii), economies of
scale (A. iii), financial viability (D),
and the cohesive (C) demarcation
approaches as measures that
could be used to motivate the
delineation of boundaries in South
Africa, although it does not explicitly
express any policy preference per se.
Furthermore, the above-mentioned
criterion is rather subjective and
complicated and does not provide
any clear guidelines on how it should
be implemented and measured
by the Board or interpreted by
the public (Jeeva, 2019).
From an MDB perspective, this
was a challenge, since there was
already limited knowledge as to the
types of human settlements within
the country and their respective
density and capacity, as data was
only collected for some population
groups during apartheid (South
Africa, 1998a). Hence, it was unclear
as to how the demarcated boundary
could be measured to ensure that
the constitutional obligation was
being met within the demarcated
region (Jeeva & Cilliers, 2020: 2).
Furthermore, there was limited
understanding on what made an
area urban and what made an
area rural and how exactly they
should be “integrated” or allow
for “effective governance”. Until
1997-1998, they were separate
administrations (South Africa, 1998a:
20). In addition, municipal boundaries
were simultaneously expanding to
include underserviced, undeveloped
and underdeveloped rural areas
and townships, due to rapid mass
migration into former White urban
areas, making it difficult if not
impossible to determine if the region
would have a “tax base as inclusive
as possible” (SALGA, 2016: 29).
84

Nevertheless, in 1999, as required
by Chapter 7 of the final Constitution,
a single independent MDB was
established and, according to Section
21 of the Municipal Demarcation
Act (Act 27 of 1998), tasked with
the responsibility of demarcating
both the outer boundaries of
these municipalities (Categories
A, B, and C) and the internal ward
boundaries (South Africa, 1998b:
9). Once this was determined,
the MDB was further required to
categorise these municipalities
according to the Sections 2
and 3 criteria of the Municipal
Structures Act (Act 117 of 1998).
Subsequently, municipal boundaries
were categorised according to the
Board’s interpretation as follows
(SALGA, 2016: 29; South Africa,
1998c) (see Table 2).
From Table 2, it can be deduced that
the criteria for categorising Category
A municipalities is a duplication of
Section 2 of the Municipal Structures
Act (Act 117 of 1998). However,
the Board provided implementation
criteria on what a Category B and
a Category C municipality should
comprise and how their boundaries
would be demarcated. It was
hoped that the objectification of the

Table 2:

Section 3 criteria would allow for
transparency and measurability of
its application. However, the Board’s
interpretation of the demarcation
criteria also alludes to a mix bag of
demarcation approaches, including
nearest neighbourhood, functional
linkages and coherence, without
providing a clear preference of
either. Furthermore, the MDB criteria
state that Category B municipalities
should be of a manageable size.
It does not state what that should
be or how this could be measured,
thus leaving the interpretation
open to perception and public
interpretation of what an intensive
or extensive region should comprise
in South Africa (Jeeva, 2019).
Regardless of the ambiguity, in
2000, the Board published maps
indicating where it believed district
and metropolitan areas should
be established and the first of
the Section 26 notices were
published, showing the boundaries
intended (MDB, 1999: 2; SALGA,
2016: 30). By 2001, the outer
boundary delimitation process was
completed with the demarcation
of 284 municipalities. However,
the enormity of the work needed
and the tight time frame meant

Municipal categorisation criteria according to the MDB

Categorization criteria
for municipalities
in South Africa as
recommended by the
MDB criteria

Category A

Category B

Category C

Structure

Extensive

Intensive

Extensive

Governance

Single-tier

Two-tier

Two-tier

A conurbation featuring:
Area of high population
density;
Intense movement of
people, goods, and
services;
Extensive development;
Multiple business
districts and industrial
areas;
Centre of economic
activity with a complex
and diverse economy;
A single area for which
integrated development
planning is desirable;
Strong interdependent
social and economic
linkages between its
constituent units.

Demarcation should
follow the nearest
neighbor principle;
The areas should have
a number of settlements
(towns, cities or villages).
Functional linkages
between areas that are
of a manageable size;
Where possible,
municipalities should
house 80 000 persons
and no less than 20 000.
The area of the
municipality should be
approximately 3 500 km²;
For geographical
Coherence and local
identity, areas greater
than 10 000 km² are can
also be desirable.

Must have functional
linkages between the
rural and the urban
areas;
The district should be no
larger than 50 to 100 km;
Should have a base
population of 100 000
per district.
The area should
comprise two or more
local municipalities

Categorisation criteria

Source: Adapted from Sutcliffe, 2000: online
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an intense work programme, an
extensive use of both external
and internal resources, and rapid
decision-making (Goodenough, 2004:
14-21). Consequently, Cameron
(2006: 85-86) reports that many of
the consultants did not understand
the criteria set out in Section 24 of
the Municipal Demarcation Act and
many demarcated boundaries were
not viable (Sutcliffe, 2000: online).
However, in order to accommodate
this, the Constitution was amended
and other legislation enacted to
provide for the demarcation and
establishment of cross-boundary
municipalities, i.e. municipalities
straddling provincial boundaries.
As a result, 16 cross-boundary
municipalities were established,
affecting five provinces (Williemse,
2006: 1). According to COGTA
(2017: 1), the creation of such
municipalities was necessary,
in order to bring interdependent
people and economies on different
sides of a provincial boundary
together in one municipality.

were established and that they
could not be changed without formal
application (SALGA, 2016: 31). This
marked the end of the interim phase.

2.3 Post-interim phase
(2000-2020)
The post-interim phase represented
the final phase of spatial restructuring
and was meant to establish all
the municipalities demarcated in
the previous phase. Accordingly,
government published the
Municipal Systems Act (Act 32
of 2000) to provide guidelines on
how the newly formed integrated
municipalities should operate on
an administrative level and how
they should be spatially planned
(De Visser & Poswa, 2019: 7).
However, municipalities were
struggling with basic problems
of establishment, since it was
challenging to provide basic
services to a population that was
in constant flux. In addition, the
implementation of the crossboundary municipalities presented
a number of operational challenges,
as there was uncertainty as to who
was responsible for what, resulting
in underperformance and, in some
instances, duplication of services
(SALGA, 2016: 32). Furthermore,
there was limited understanding on
how the region should be planned
for in an integrated manner, since
there was inadequate national spatial
policy that provided direction, and
urban and rural areas were still
being treated as separate entities,
even though they were consolidated

In terms of categorising the 300
demarcated municipalities, only 284
were established as municipalities,
of which six were categorised
as Category A metropolitan
municipalities, 231 as Category
B local municipalities, and 47 as
Category C district municipalities
(Goodenough, 2004: 21-22;
MDB, 2016: 1) (see Table 3).
Consequently, on 5 December
2000, the MECs published
Section 12 notices, stating that these
municipalities and their boundaries
Table 3:

Municipalities demarcated in 2000

Province

Category A

Eastern Cape

1

Cross
Boundary
Category A

Category B

Cross
Boundary
Category B

38

Free State
1

KwaZulu-Natal

1

2

7

Cross
Boundary
Category C

6

20

Gauteng

Category C

5
2

50

1

2

10

Mpumalanga

1

17

5

3

3

North West

1

21

3

4

3

24

2

3

2

22

4

4

2

Northern
Cape
Limpopo
Western
Cape

1

Subtotal

4

24
4

Total

Source: MDB, 1999: 3; SALGA, 2016: 5

223

5
16

284 municipalities

41

12

(South Africa, 1997; 2001). As a
result, by 2002, financial viability
became a demarcation issue after
the Presidential Coordinating
Council (PCC) realised how costly
this can be to a municipality
(Khumelo & Ncube, 2016: 4).
Consequently, in 2004, a
comprehensive review of the first
term of local government revealed
that the final phase of the transition
had been too ambitious and pointed
to the worrying mismatch between
national policy objectives and local
government’s capacity to implement
them (DPLG, 2006: 1). In response,
the Cabinet adopted the Five-Year
Strategic Agenda (5YSA) (20062011) as the guiding strategic
framework for municipal development
and provided a platform to restructure
the cross-boundary municipalities
(Powell, 2012: 19). As a result, in late
2005, government decided to pass
the Cross-Boundary Municipalities
Laws Repeal and Related Matters
Act (Act 23 of 2005), in order to
revoke all legislation pertaining to
cross-boundary municipalities, and
to realign municipal boundaries with
provincial boundaries, by defining the
geographic areas of provinces in the
Constitution (Willemse, 2006: 1).
Accordingly, in 2006, a
reconfiguration of municipal
boundaries resulted in the
disappearance of cross-boundary
municipalities and a decrease of
only one of the district municipalities
(SALGA, 2016: 21) (see Table 4).
However, the merging of the 16
cross-boundary municipalities
with the already established
municipalities meant that, although
on paper South Africa had the same
number of municipalities as in 2000,
these municipalities were much
larger than they were previously
(Steytler, 2005: 3-5). Some of
these areas included Moutse
(from Limpopo into Mpumalanga),
Matatiele (from Eastern Cape into
KwaZulu-Natal), Ba-Ga-Mothibi
(from North West into Northern
Cape), Balfour (from Mpumalanga
into Gauteng), and Kromkuil (from
North West into Gauteng).
Amid the cross-boundary challenges,
other pressures also began to
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emerge between 2006 and 2008,
including the matter of defining the
roles and responsibilities between
large Category B municipalities
and the related Category C district
municipalities (Oranje, 2010: 60).
In response to the internal conflict
between these entities, the national
government contemplated the need
for additional independent Category
A metropolitan municipalities
and, in 2008, the MDB began its
assessments of the next largest
municipalities in respect of Section 2
of the Municipal Structures Act (MDB,
2008: 2; South Africa, 1998c). As
a result, in 2008, the Buffalo City
and Mangaung local municipalities
(Category B) were introduced as
metropolitan municipalities (Category
A) (MDB, 2008: 5). During this
period, the MDB also found that
district municipalities with only
two local municipalities did not
demonstrate enough critical mass
or economies of scale (SALGA,
2016: 33). Subsequently, they took
the policy decision to increase
the number of local municipalities
contained within a district municipality
area to three or more rather than
Table 4:

the constitutional requirement of
only two (SALGA, 2016: 32).
This decision to further amalgamate
municipalities was made despite
the fact that, in the same political
term, many of the municipalities
were already found to be in
distress and struggling with huge
service delivery backlogs, political
interference, corruption, fraud, bad
management, and lack of public
participation (COGTA, 2009: 13).
These had already resulted in
public discontent that manifested
in an increase in violent servicedelivery protest across the country
(COGTA, 2009: 14). Accordingly,
it was brought into question
whether the municipalities were
not already too large to administer
efficiently (Lancaster, 2018: 33).
Regardless of this acknowledgement
and the rise of service-delivery
protest, by the 2011 local government
elections, the country had further
reduced its municipalities by five
(from 231 to 226); the 47 district
municipalities established in 2000
had been reduced to 44, and two
additional metropolitan areas were

Number of municipalities in 2006

Province
Eastern Cape

Metro

Local

District

1

38

6

Free State
Gauteng

3 (combined)

KwaZulu-Natal

20 (-2)

5

8 (+1)

3 (combined)

1

50

10

Mpumalanga

(-1)

18 (-4)

3 (-3)

North West

(-1)

Northern Cape
Limpopo
Western Cape
Total

21 (-3)

4 (-3)

27 (+1)

5 (combined)

25 (-1)

5 (-1)

1

24

5

6 (-2)

231 (-8)

46 (-7)

Grand total

283 (-1)

Source: Adapted from SALGA, 2016: 32

Table 5:

Total municipalities in South Africa in 2011

Province

Metro

Local

Eastern Cape

2 (+1)

37 (-1)

6

Free State

1 (+1)

19 (-1)

4 (-1)

Gauteng

3

7 (-1)

2 (-1)

KwaZulu-Natal

1

50

10

18

3

19 (-2)

4

Northern Cape

27

5

Limpopo

25

5

Mpumalanga
North West

Western Cape
Total

1

24

5

8 (+2)

226 (-5)

44 (-2)

278 (-5)

Source: SALGA, 2016: 34
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District

introduced, namely Mangaung
metropolitan municipality and the
Buffalo City metropolitan municipality
(SALGA, 2016: 33-34; MDB, 2016: 1;
Moodley, 2016: 1) (see Table 5).
The reduction in municipalities meant
that there were fewer but larger
municipalities to administer, with
Tshwane becoming the municipality
with the largest land area in Africa
and the third largest in the world,
after New York and Tokyo/Yokohama
(City of Tshwane Metropolitan
Municipality, 2020: 3). Although
these mergers went ahead to form
more extensive regions, they had
encountered heated resistance
by opposition political parties who
viewed these as a Gerry-meandering
tool to help the ruling party retain
power (Mohlahlana, 2016: 1).
Subsequently, in late 2011, the
National Planning Commission’s
National Development Plan: Vision
2030 (NDP) was published to
address a number of issues on the
country’s development, including
addressing the ambiguity concerning
the roles and responsibilities between
the various tiers of local government;
guiding investments, and directing
the country’s development at the
macro scale into areas in which it still
needed to take place (South Africa,
2012). However, no formal guidance
was provided in terms of the number
of adequate municipalities, nor their
ideal location. As a result, in 2016,
COGTA found that approximately
one-third of all municipalities were
not tax sustainable, economically
viable or self-sufficient, since their
dependence on inter-governmental
transfers was rather high (COGTA,
2016). Subsequently, the department
launched the back-to-basics
programme, with the aim of improving
the functioning of established
municipalities to serve communities
better. In light of this, COGTA further
proposed the strengthening of district
municipalities, by amalgamating
some intensively developed local
municipalities to form more extensive
local municipalities (Mubima,
2016: 50; Ngube & Monnakgotla,
2016: 85). Consequently, in 2015, the
Minister requested the MDB, in terms
of Section 22(2) of the Municipal
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Demarcation Act to re-determine the
boundaries of various municipalities.
After consultation with the MECs for
local government, 34 requests were
made to the MDB by the Minister
and a total of 90 municipalities
were affected (Sigdi, 2016: 6).
The MDB confirmed the following
configuration in 2016 (see Table 6).
After the 2016 local government
elections, eight metropolitan
municipalities and 44 district
municipalities remained, and the 227
local municipalities of 2011 had been
reduced to 205 local municipalities,
reducing the total number of
municipalities by 21, from 278 to
257 (Sigdi, 2016: 7; Moodley, 2016:
1; Van Rooyen, 2016: 1). According
to the then chairperson of the MDB,
Ms Jane Thupana, the reduction
in municipalities was motivated
by Sections 24 and 25 of the
Municipal Demarcation Act (Act 27
of 1998) to make the governance
of municipalities not only more
sustainable, but also financially viable
(Moodley, 2016: 1; Thupana, 2015: 1;
Sigdi, 2016: 5). However, the idea of
amalgamating local municipalities,
which were already under distress to
correct dysfunctionality and improve
financial viability, raised a number
of questions. Will the merging of
municipalities under distress create
financially viable or self-reliant
municipalities? Can amalgamation
solve functionality challenges?
(Ngube & Monnakgotla, 2016:
90-91). Is the same demarcation
criterion as prescribed by Section
24 of the Municipal Demarcation Act
(Act 27 of 1998) still applicable?
Table 6:

3.

INTERPRETATION
OF LITERATURE
AND EMPIRICAL
INVESTIGATION

Spatial reform in South Africa has
been riddled with complexity. From
1993 (1 262 administrative regions)
to 2020 (257 municipalities), the
country has experienced a reduction
of 1 005 municipal administrative
areas that were labelled, defined
and demarcated in numerous ways.
Prior to democracy, the administrative
regions of the country were
intensively developed, based on
the racial profile of the community.
However, with democracy and
the national drive to racially and
functionally integrate the country,
the final Constitution called for the
formation of three administrative
entities, namely Categories A, B
and C. Category A (metropolitan
municipalities) and Category C
(district municipalities) were to
be planned extensively, while
Category B municipalities were
to be planned and demarcated
intensively. The criteria, whereby
these were to be demarcated, were
rather complex and politically based
standard criteria (see Table 1). As a
result, in 1999, the newly appointed
MDB proposed objective criteria,
whereby all three of these regions
should be demarcated based on the
requirements of Sections 24 and 25
of the Municipal Demarcation Act (Act
27 of 1998). These regions would
then be categorised based on the
Board’s interpretation of Sections
2 and 3 of the Municipal Structures
Act (Act 117 of 1998) (see Table 2).
However, the implementation of the
criteria was not as easy as initially

Municipalities in South Africa post-2020

Province

Metro

Local

District

Eastern Cape

2

31 (-6)

6

Free State

1

18 (-1)

4

Gauteng

3

6 (-1)

2

KwaZulu-Natal

1

43 (-7)

10

Mpumalanga

0

17(-1)

3

North West

0

18 (-1)

4

Northern Cape

0

26 (-1)

5

Limpopo

0

22 (-3)

5

Western Cape

1

24

5

Total

8

205 (-21)

44

257(-21)

Source: Sigdi, 2016: 7

anticipated, since there is hardly
any theory to guide the demarcation
of regions. Furthermore, the South
African context was still racially
segregated, and the Constitution
required public consultation before
implementation. These factors
together challenged the objective
implementation of the criteria
and led to the formation of crossboundary municipalities in 2000.
Consequently, it was not practical to
manage these municipalities and,
in 2006, the municipal boundaries
were readjusted to align with
provincial boundaries. However,
less than two years later, the local
municipalities approached the
MDB to address the conflict of
function and power between the
intensively demarcated Category B
local municipalities and the related
extensively developed Category C
district municipalities, which acted
as an umbrella body over them.
As a solution to reduce the political
and administrative conflict, the MDB
investigated the adherence of the
larger Category B local municipalities
to the Section 2 criterion, in order
to categorise them as Category
A (metropolitan) municipalities.
These adjustments were publicly
questioned by the opposition
parties in 2011, who accused the
ruling party of Gerry-meandering,
since it was found that many of
the district and local municipalities
were already under administrative
and financial distress. Furthermore,
it was uncertain how the new
boundaries around the newly formed
metropolitan municipalities adhered
to the criterion of the Municipal
Demarcation Act (see Table 1).
Heedless of these accusations,
the MDB re-determined local
administrative boundaries in 2011
to reduce conflict between some
municipalities and to promote
economics of scale in other
regions. Both these motivations
are not legislated in the Municipal
Demarcation Act. As a result, in
2016, it was also found that many
of the previously demarcated
municipalities were not financially
viable. Subsequently, COGTA
(2017: 1; Mubima, 2016: 50) called
for the additional amalgamation
87
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of local municipalities to
create more “financially viable”
municipalities. This, in turn, led to
a supplementary reduction of 26
municipalities over the 14-year
period (2006-2020) (see Figure 2).

This brings into question the
application of the legislation (see
Table 1). The literature review
revealed that the initial objective of
the spatial reform exercise in 1998
was to create a more integrated
and cohesive society. Hence, the
legislation guiding the demarcation
and categorisation criteria was
interpreted by the MDB to create
municipal regions that offer
geographic continuity and social
cohesiveness based on the functional
linkages observed in the region
(see Section 24 (a)(ii, iii) and (d)).
However, since 2011, the motivation
for the re-demarcation of regions
shifted its focus on the formation
of regions that offer “economics
of scale”, which could have been
motivated through Section 24 (a)(iii),

According to the former chairperson
of the MDB, Ms. Jane Thupane
(2015), the motivation for this
reduction was based on the
application of Sections 24 and 25
of the Municipal Demarcation Act
(Act 27 of 1998) (see Table 1).
However, the article revealed
that the motivation for the
redetermination of local boundaries
differed over the 22-year time
period, although the legislation
had not changed (see Table 7).
350
300
250
200

Cross Boundary Category C

150

Category C
Cross Boundary Category B

100

Category B
Cross Boundary Category A

50
0
Cross Boundary Category C
Category C
Cross Boundary Category B
Category B
Cross Boundary Category A
Category A

CY2000
12
41
16
223
4
4

CY2006

CY2011

CY2016

46

44

44

231

226

205

6

8

8

Figure2:2:Summary
Summary
of municipal
changes
over
Figure
of municipal
changes
over the
pastthe
20 past
years20 years
Source:
own compilation
Source:Authors’
Authors’
own compilation
Table 7:

Application of Sections 24 and 25 criteria in
demarcated municipalities in South Africa

Administrative entity

Year

Motivating criteria

Related Section 24
criterion

TLA

1994

Nearest neighbourhood

Municipality

2000

Functional linkages
Geographic continuity
Cohesiveness

Municipality

2006

Repeal of cross-boundaries to create cohesive
24 (b) and (c)
entities

Municipality

2011

Economics of scale

24 a (iii)

Municipality

2016

Financial viability

24 (d)

Source: Authors’ own compilation, 2021
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24 A (ii and iii).

and the 2016 boundaries were shifted
to ensure “financial viability” (see
Section 24 (d)). This demonstrates
that Section 24 of the Municipal
Demarcation Act (Act 117 of 1998)
is complex, complicated and tedious
to implement. It can thus be easily
manipulated. Furthermore, it also
illustrates that the implementation
does not ensure that all the points
listed in the Act are adhered to
simultaneously. Only a few points
are emphasised according to need.
Upon further research, Global
Insight Data (2016) revealed that
the average population of the 205
Category B municipalities was 169
366 inhabitants in 2015, while the
population of the 44 Category C
municipalities was an average of
1 245 132 in the same year. These
figures are much higher than what
the MDB had initially anticipated
in 2000, as illustrated in Table 2 of
this article (Cameron, 2004: 93-95).
Subsequently, municipalities have
complained that their areas are
too sparsely populated to tap into
the economies of scale or to allow
for public participation or effective
governance, or the efficient and
equitable delivery of services
(Khumelo & Ncube, 2016: 11).
As a result, 128 of the 243 local
administrations are overburdened
administratively and are currently
considered to be financially nonviable (Omarjee, 2018: 1). In
2020, the Auditor General’s report
concurred with these findings,
and highlighted that the financial
situation of municipalities had
deteriorated further in two years
(2018-2020) (Makwetu, 2020).
It was thus questioned whether
the Municipal Demarcation Act is
implemented correctly and, if so,
are larger extensively developed
municipalities more sustainable and
financially viable than intensively
developed regions, or is the Act
being manipulated to achieve
certain political objectives?
Lastly, the MDB has the power
to revise municipal and ward
boundaries every five years, based
on the request from either the
Minister, the MDB, or the MEC.
These are all political figures, and
the Act states hardly anything
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on how the level of economic
growth, spatial development
and financial performance of the
region could influence boundary
re-determined. This could perhaps
be considered instead.

4.

FINDINGS

The study found that structural
reform in South Africa has been
rather complex, with the national
Constitution opting for both
extensive and intensive forms of
administrative development in its
spatial landscape. However, the
criterion guiding the formation of
both the extensively and intensively
developed municipalities is similar.
This makes it easy to manipulate,
in order to reach particular social,
economic or political objectives.
Although the MDB of South Africa
had attempted to quantify the manner
in which extensive administrative
areas should be demarcated and
how intensive administrative regions
should be categorised, it has had
limited success, since the spatial
landscape was not developed in an
equal manner and many different
forces, including the public, local
politicians, national government
and the constitutional legislation,
all influence the demarcation
of boundaries (Cameron &
Melingara, 2010; Jeeva, 2019).
Initially, boundaries during the
pre-interim phase (1993-1996) were
demarcated, based on the sociodemographic integration principle.
In the interim phase (1996-2000),
boundaries were demarcated to
allow for integrated development,
based on the functional linkages
between urban and rural areas.
However, in the post-interim period,
numerous reasons have been
provided for the adjustments of
boundaries. In 2005, boundaries
were adjusted to overcome crossboundary municipalities; in 2011,
boundaries were again re-determined
to avoid municipal conflict and
to allow for economics of scale,
and, in 2016, boundaries were
again revised to facilitate financial
viability within municipalities.
However, the varying nature of
these motivations has brought into

question whether local boundaries
in South Africa are truly tools that
are used to ensure the integrated
socio-economic development of the
country or whether they are simply
political tools being used to capture
more votes. This calls for further
research into the structural reform
of boundaries at the dawn of yet
another local election in 2021.
The spatial administrative
demarcation of municipalities has
experienced dramatic changes
over the past 30 years, due mainly
to technological developments,
freedom of movement and the need
to be more financially efficient. The
article has shown the complexity of
demarcating municipalities in South
Africa. It is, however, important
to note that this is not an isolated
case. Municipalities globally have
become more fluid and dynamic
and legislation guiding their
formation needs to acknowledge
this (Fekele, 2018: 127-128).
In the 1960s, demarcation was
based on two primary criteria:
functional linkages and the goods
and services on offer (Christaller,
1966). However, during the recent
COVID-19 lockdown, it has become
more standard practice to order
goods online and work from home.
This, in turn, has influenced the
location of higher order goods
and services and the prominence
of functional linkages between
settlements (Zandi, 2021). Hence,
it is an interesting time to reflect on
how these changes will influence the
demarcation of spatial administrative
regions globally in the near future.
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